
Pick your favourite piece of patterned
paper & cut it to 7 "by 11 ½ "

With the other 2 patterned papers cut
one to 4 ¼" by 4 7/8ths " and the last
piece to 4 ¼" by 6 1/4"

Next take your sheet of cardstock &
gut it. This means you need to cut an
piece from the inside of it using your
trimmer or ruler & craft knife. this
needs to come from where the largest
peice of patterned paper will be.

Arrange your patterned pieces as
shown in the example leaving about a
¼ " border & the same between the
papers

With your scraps you need to make a
torn photo mat. Choose the middle

piece & tear it both sides.

Add to this piece your other 2 scraps so that the
middle one overlaps the outer 2. Once this is all
stuck you can place your photo on but don't stick it
to see how much of a border you need. Once you
are happy with how much mat you want round the
outside then tear right the way round the mat.

Next job is to mat your photo with the piece of card
you gutted from your main piece.

Stick your photo down on your torn mat

You can either leave the mat with torn edges or mat
it again. I matted again using brown mesh.

Stick everything down & decide how you want to
embellish it

Supplies used

3 sheets of coordinating patterened
paper(all need to be different)
1 sheet of coordinating cardstock
Large pieces of coordinating scraps in
3 different colours
Any embellishments you would like to
use
Trimmer
Ruler
Craft knife
Adhesives

Mini-Crop Class
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